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Welcome to the summer edition of the RaPAL
journal that looks at international perspectives
on practice, pedagogy and policy. Indeed,
articles in this edition range from work in a
refugee camp in Thailand to a family literacy
project in East Timor. Along the way we visit
Cameroon, Ireland, Canada, Uganda, Cambodia,
England, Australia and Malta.

continue the literacy work started by projects,
whether they are mothers or teachers.
In section 2 Ian Cheffy questions what the focus
of adult literacy should be in developing
countries, with a particular focus on Cameroon.
Should the focus be on the individual or on
changing the community? Kieran Harrington
presents practitioner research exploring attitudes
towards a particular group of immigrant learners
within ESOL classes in Ireland. Kate Nonesuch
reports on a process for exploring what teachers
see as good practice in teaching numeracy in
Canada. Another contribution from RiPAL in
British Columbia, Canada looks at a collaborative
process between practitioners, researchers and
students of developing programme evaluation
tools. Linda Pearce looks at the evaluation of a
bi-lingual education programme in Cambodia,
raising questions such as, 'whose literacy
anyway?' Contributions in this section range
then from a focus on what we should be
teaching to reporting on processes that can lead
to change in attitudes or pedagogy.

Reflective practice means that we often focus,
perhaps too much, on what we are doing in the
context in which we work. How well did that go?
What would I change next time? What these
international perspectives offer us is the
opportunity to look outwards and see the points
of similarity and difference. You might find some
ideas that you can apply to your own practice or
research. Or you might be using similar activities
within a very different context. Either way, this
glimpse into other countries and other policy
settings gives us pause for thought.
With such an open call for papers it is interesting
to see that some general themes emerge. For
example, family literacy is explored in section 1
in terms of practice and also in section three in
terms of a comparative study into projects in
England, Ireland and Malta. There is also a
focus, as you should expect with RaPAL, on
practitioner research. Overall though lies the
question, asked specifically by more than one
contributor whose literacy? Whether we are
working in multi- or mono-lingual settings, which
literacy or set of literacy practices are we
teaching and researching?

In section 3 Yvon Cloutier takes up the themes
of multilingualism and immigrants with his
review of research on L2 acquisition of Canadian
immigrants. Anthea Rose reports on a
comparative study of family literacy programmes
in Europe, looking at similarities and differences
between Ireland, England and Malta. George
Openjuru links theory, practice and policy in his
review of work in Uganda.
As editors, we are very grateful for the
contributions of participants and it is just worth
noting that editorial meetings have happened in
a virtual environment as we are spread across
the United Kingdom. Enjoy these articles and let
them help you reflect on what you are doing,
inspire you to try something new or take that
first step into practitioner research.

In section 1 Delia Bradshaw describes the
collective and collaborative writing group in
Australia which led to the creation of the book
Fancy Footwork. Mary Patience introduces us to
a family literacy project in East Timor, which
starts with photos as the basis for creating
meaningful books for the learners to read.
Sarah Rennie looks at activities used to train
teachers and school leavers in a refugee camp in
Thailand. The schemes in East Timor and
Thailand are looking to train people who will
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